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The concept of the game is that you run around a large city, killing random people, and then go to a bunch of different warehouses, where you can trade items from those people you just killed for weapons and a new outfit. You start the game in a stripped-down costume that can't really be upgraded: all you can do is buy new pieces. There's no

question that Nintendo's upcoming console is going to help revitalize the gaming industry, and the Switch's success may be the biggest game changer yet for Nintendo's reputation as a company that refuses to innovate. It might be a good idea for Nintendo to stay on its current path, but we can't help being optimistic. Perhaps this is a new
Nintendo, a company willing to challenge its own legacy. Gavin Fullard: The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild is a perfect game to be on the Switch. Its real genius is in how it places you at its whims. You start it off on foot, but it rewards you as you explore the world with new tools. It rewards you with a new set of weapons and armor. The

reward system is so excellent that it makes you want to explore, no matter how hard it is to find a new weapon. The consequence of failure and success is just as good, often encouraging you to keep pushing farther and farther and try to find what it is that you're looking for. As the third-person FPS genre has stretched itself to new limits, games
like Call of Duty have become almost entirely about absorbing an experience at the expense of challenge and accomplishment. Developer Infinity Ward is once again addressing this problem with the upcoming Call of Duty: Modern Warfare, offering players a return to the type of intense, 'danger-infused' gameplay where players are rewarded for

pulling off difficult actions. Infinity Ward's brand of challenge also reaches back to its roots, with the game returning to a more straightforward difficulty curve that's required of fans of the series.
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Kevin: The new Tactical Assault Rifle feels like an incantation from an expert magic-user. It's a beautiful gun, a gift from the Cant of the Heavens. It has a skin that turns the weapon into a surreal fountain of crimson water and, simply put, it's the coolest gun in the game. They don't make em' like this any more. Rory: Wow. The combat in Fortnite is
really interesting; aiming down sights on distant enemies is hilarious and new features like shooting out segments of enemy shields have turned the shooting genre on its head. Epic has also found ingenious ways of turning over the terrain in order to give the player different ways to approach combat, as well as introducing a secondary layer of

environmental hazards to bounce off of. I'm excited to see where they take it, but I'm especially keen to see what they do with the new Battle Pass, which has a wild "100 days of summer" promotion for the summer. Marty: The Descent franchise has many great moments, but perhaps none greater than the first-person single-player adventure that
follows the completion of Descent. The ending that I have watched in repeated playthroughs makes me cry, as all the brilliant ideas and characters of the Descent trilogy come together in a way that perfectly balances the sensory overload of the first two parts of the game. I’m sure there are some people who will find that too out-there for their

tastes, but if you can get past that you will find a game that drives some of the most poignant emotions I have ever experienced in my gaming career, not to mention the rare and wonderful freedom that Descent 2 offers. Yes, it is almost a shame to see it fade into obscurity. Gatsby: Total Eclipse makes The Last of Us' ideas of grief and loss
universal, evoking emotion and even empathy in a way that I hadn't anticipated. Total Eclipse offers such a haunting story because the environments are meticulously crafted to highlight just how human they are, even as everything around you plummets down into madness. 5ec8ef588b
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